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How Changes can be made possible in Society!
„The soft monetary Revolution“
Good afternoon, dear guests!
The topic that I want to speak about today is nothing less than:

How Changes can be made possible in Society!
Ø Is it of any importance that we discuss this matter?
Ø Aren't we doing relatively well at the end of the day?
Ø Why should we invest our valuable time to deal with this issue?

I think it concerns all of us and should be of key importance. It is indeed a subject that will
ultimately ensure our survival.
Yes, you heard me correctly, as nothing less than the survival of our entire planet is at stake,
and the survival of all living creatures living on earth, which means mankind too.
Currently we have to deal with this situation we are in, i.e., that we do not have “enough
planet”. Mankind is using and consuming so much that we would actually need 1.5 planets
altogether. That means we are taking more resources away from nature that it could
restore. We simply destroy our planet, permanently and inevitably.
If we look at the consumption of central Europe and project it across the entire globe, we
would already need 3 planets altogether. The US American consumer behaviour is even
worse, rather dramatic. If each and everybody on this planet would do the same we would
actually need five planets Earth to stay in the game in the long run, and not destroy ourselves.
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We would need so many planets Earth

To ensure an adequate
supply to the whole world

If all countries in the world
had the same consumption
level as Europe

1,5 planets

If all countries in the world
had the same consumption
level as the USA

3 planets

5 planets
Source: Global Footprint Networks

Our society has to face serious problems, is even stuck in deadlocks, and it does not seem
to find a way out of this blind alley.
We have built up huge manmade sets of problems, and if we ignore them, thus keeping
them, it does not look good for our planet and the creatures living on it.
Now let's have a look at another cause for concern: For several years now, we have been in
a real heck of a debt crisis. The power structures are changing at breathtaking pace. And
even democracy is circumvented and overturned. Monetary systems are, strictly speaking,
about to collapse. If we speak about the euro, the dollar or the Japanese yen, one monetary
system after the other is having a crisis, or are artificially kept alive by enormous subsidies,
i.e., are financed by tax monies and new debt securities.
In addition we still have some other real problems on this planet, as for example the
constant deforestation – grubbing up our own jungles. What for? For a short-term profit?
Just selling out this precious wood? Maybe just to produce bio fuel for our next holiday trip?
According to the UN (United Nations), as much as 100 animal and plant species become
extinct every day. Me, myself, I never wanted to believe that, but even if statistics were
wrong and if only 1 animal and plant species were dying out every day or every year – an
extinction that we have caused ourselves – that would already be more than sad.
This subject: 'How can we bring about some changes' – is not a luxury issue. It is a matter of
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survival for us, for the next generations to come, actually for the survival of our entire planet.
Today, I will demonstrate - with the help of the monetary system - how one can change this
situation. The monetary system is actually an interesting topic, also for you as we all deal
with money every day. Each and everyone of us is dealing with money on a daily basis, and
hopefully has some money in his pocket or purse. At the latest when the monetary systems
collapses we realize how important the medium of exchange 'money' is to us and to our
society.
Moreover, the monetary system is extremely hard to change, and directly linked to the
medium money and money is usually accompanied by power. Money is often only a
synonym for power. And power is usually directly connected with money. If we want
changes in the monetary system, we always have to face existing power structures. Thus,
changes in that field are extreme challenges.
It is therefore even better to give an example of how one can bring about changes here.
Whatever works in difficult circumstances will work even more in less difficult situations. So,
if we can solve this problem, I will not be afraid that we won't be able to solve the other
problems in our society.
So let's dive into this subject now. In this context, I would like to choose the following
heading:
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„The soft monetary Revolution.
The soft monetary revolution is made up of two crucial words, namely 'Soft' and
'Revolution'.
Revolution itself is basically a violent term, one might say. The definition by the German
'Duden' dictionary is: “Revolution is a violent overthrow of political or societal conditions.”
Okay, that means revolution is a violent overthrow. But there is in fact an unwritten law
stating:

Whatever you got, took, seized using violence,
you will only keep it using violence,
and most probably it will be snatched
from you by force and through the use of violence.

That's a law you won't find in law books and codes, of course, but it can easily be observed
in the manifestations of life.
Currently, we live on a planet, on which many revolutions are going on. In Egypt, in Libya, in
Syria, etc., and unfortunately the basis of all these revolutions is violence. So, if this law was
true, these revolutions too, will have no sustainable impact.
But I am not speaking about this kind of violent revolution. I refer to the kind of revolution on
the basis of softness, on the basis of non-violence, simply based on reason.
The question that we will ask during this presentation is how we can achieve profound and
sustainable changes, profound renewals on the basis of non-violence? That's a relatively
difficult matter that I am talking about, because I am forced to talk about some taboo
subjects. It would be relatively simple for us to say: “The bad politicians, “the bad bankers”,
and blame just anyone. But I will approach these taboo subjects that have to do with you
and with me. And that's definitely not what people like to hear about.
Let's have a look at the monetary system. I assume that some of you have never dealt with
this subject and have never examined our monetary system at all. Our current monetary
system has some bugs. One of the bugs is, for example, the interest and compound interest
system. Even the Bible and even the Quran have said that one should not take interest or
compound interest. But we do it, and the money keeps going to where there is already
money.
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Let's take the example of a person who has 1 million euros at his disposal and this person
receives interest of 5% interest. That means this person receives every year 50.000 Euro.
For what? Has this person created any substantial values? Not as far as we can see. One
could rather say he is actually lying in a deck chair, and the money is just automatically
flowing in.
Capital 1 Mio €, 5% interest per year
50,000 € income per year (interest)
8.605,- € taxes (max. 25 %)
0,- € Social security payments

}

8.605,- € Overall
deductions

Net income : 41.395,- € p.a. (=17,21 % duties and taxes)

Now, let's have a look at ourselves. What do we have to do for 50,000€ in a year? We must
work hard, until we drop! 50,000 € income per year means you might already have become
a non-tariff employee working 8-10 hours per day, and entitled to leave of 20 to 30 days per
year.

5 days a week, Work 8 hours per day
50.000,- € income per year (salary)
11.098,03 € taxes (max. 42 %)
9.951,94 € Social security payments

Overall
} 21.049,97 € deductions

Net income: 28.950,03 € p.a. (=42,1 % duties and taxes)

Well, it obviously makes a big difference if I earn my money with work or with my money.
Due to this difference major imbalances arise in our society. One of the crucial mistakes in
our monetary system is the fact that it is possible to earn money with money.
That's why money will always tend to flow where money already is. This money must be
underpinned with something, with a value, with a good or product. And this value has to be
generated by people who produce and create values, i.e., people like you and me.
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Errors in the monetary System
Money can be earned with money. And not by creating
values and exchanging them with other people.

In Germany we have more than 400 billion of euros of interest cash flows per year. 400
billion € per year, for state debts, personal debts, company debts, etc. That is a
considerable amount of money. And this amount of money flows year after year. This is
nothing but a shift of the money from the productive part of the population towards the
capital. Our federal budget in Germany amounts to about 300 billion of euros. If we set off
this budget against the interest payments our federal budget would be completely financed,
and we could actually dispense with large parts of our taxes
The interest and compound interest system is one of the bugs in our monetary system.
You can also call it a non-performing income, caused by interest and compound interest. I
simply do nothing, but I receive a lot of money for this “non-performance”. The problem with
this system is that the broad mass of people then needs to work and provide more and
more, in order to generate the interest payments for the few people who do have a lot of
capital, which means we are forced to increase our economic performance constantly. The
result is that we increasingly pillage the earth and nature to generate further growth. That's
one of the decisive reasons why we need more and more planets Earth, like 1.5 or 3 or even
5 planets. All this is in direct relation with our monetary system.
How can we bring about Changes in such an intricate Situation?
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Two Ways that could lead to a new monetary System
There are 2 ways to change the monetary system.
Way 1: Top-down – from Top to Bottom .
I.e., the politicians realise that the monetary system doesn't work anymore, and try to
introduce a new monetary system in an organised and coordinated framework.
Way 2: Bottom up – from Bottom to Top.
This way will be chosen when the confidence in money is lost and people go to their banks
and get their money back, which is called a “bank run”. Such a “bank run“ can make any
monetary system like the one we have right now, collapse. This power is in the hands of the
general public. We could therefore force a monetary system change any time.

Way 2

Way 1

Bank

„Bank run“

We need an improved
monetary system!

I want all my
money immediately!!!

German Federal
Parliament

Many of you will probably know, for some time now our monetary system is hanging in the
balance. There are 2 variants arising from that.

Variant 1

Variant 2

The current monetary
System remains in Place

The monetary System
collapses
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Variant 1: The current monetary System remains in Place
Let us have a look at variant 1, i.e., the monetary system does not collapse but remain in
place.
What would happen? The shift of monetary assets would remain and increase the debt
situation picking up more steam. Money will continue to go where there is money. That is a
normal mechanism, caused by the interest or compound interest, but also by a range of
other mechanisms in our monetary system. The discrepancy between rich and poor or
between super-rich and super-poor would be even bigger. This tendency can now even be
increasingly observed in “rich” Germany.
But that alone is not where the problem lies. Money is just a piece of paper and has no real
value besides a minimum heating or calorific value. The accumulated money is not just
lying around in any accounts or vaults. Above all, it is mostly used to acquire possession of
real values and goods.
The money is used, for example, to buy earth resources, water, mineral resources, gold,
silver, anything that has a value. And not only things that have a value, but also things that
normal people have to access daily, like highways, airports, see ports, telecommunication
facilities, etc.
Currently our situation is a reality, in which many states have tremendous financial troubles,
and need to be “saved”. Then the great and merciful “saviour” might be coming in the form
of the IMF or the World Bank. They provide loans to the concerned country which are
subject to according obligations and requirements. These requirements are almost always
the same, namely “privatisation”. Due to these requirements the state is forced to sell out or
privatise financial assets it holds in its hands and under its responsibility. Thus values,
which are actually common public property are broken off and brought into private hands.
Common public property is defined as property which belongs to everyone and which every
normal citizen must have every day to survive.
It surely makes us wonder about what is the role and task of the state, if it has privatised all
its values and goods. Well, the state then does not own any more financial assets as these
have been sold to private individuals and institutions, and the state has even no more tasks,
right? For some time now, these privatisations are imposed on a large scale. At the moment
you can see it in Greece. And then the Troika comes into play, which consists again of the
IMF, the European Commission and the European Central Bank (ECB). And here again the
same “panacea“ is stubbornly applied : privatisation, privatisation, privatisation.
What does our future actually look like, if this monetary system continues?
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The pressure on people increases and becomes bigger and bigger. These are normal
mechanisms that seem to be increasingly common. Pressure gets harder. Someone will
certainly have to pay this tremendous interest and compound interest and cover it by some
goods and values anyhow.
And it will happen in form of higher taxes, higher social security contributions, cuts in social
services, annulment of grants for public and cultural institutions, introduction of fees and
increase in tuition fees for universities and schools, salary cuts, closure of hospitals,
pension cuts, special levies in the broadest sense as, e.g., property charges and so on and
so forth.

etc.

Tax increase
Higher social
security payments

Special levies

Reduction of
social benefits

Pension cuts

Cuts in grants for
public an cultural
associations

Closure of
hospitals
Salary cuts

Introduction/Increase of
university / school fees

And this is not a purely fictitious nightmare scenario that I am talking about. No! That's the
current situation in Greece and in many other countries. Of course, we could simply calm
down and think: “So what? We are in Germany and are doing fairly well (with the exception
of 3 million unemployed people and 8 million low paid).”
It seems that we are floating on clouds in Germany. The vitality of economy is still masking
the huge problems in our monetary system. We are almost the world champion in export. I
think China is still a bit stronger. Our economy is strong, but the cloud we are floating on is
very unsafe. We do not have even the slightest idea of how negative the effects of the debt
crisis will be – effects to be paid by us. But the reasons for this crisis have not yet been
identified, much less questioned.
Our monetary system is changing in such a way that we have to face legal robber barons
Thumb screws have been put on and they are tightened even more twist by twist. Today
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everything is done to keep this monetary system in place. Billions are put in rescue
parachutes, financial rescue packages, in the EFSF, ESM, etc. The European Central Bank
(ECB) buys government bonds and thus, brings new money into circulation and injects
fresh cash injections into the banks, and so on.
The politicians have taken their decision: this system must stay in place, regardless of what
it costs. And it is probably best not to inform us about the true costs and consequences.
That's how we assume new debt all the time, especially before the Bundestag elections
(German Federal Parliament).

Variant 1: The current monetary system remains in place
Further shift in
monetary assets

Buy-up of earth´s
resources as e.g. water,
mineral resources etc.

Pressure on people

Rescue parachutes, financial rescu packages for Greece, EFSF, ESM etc.
ECB: Buying-up of government bonds etc.
Cash injections for the banks - with nearly 0% interest per year
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Variant 2: The monetary System collapses
Let's suppose the monetary system collapses. Would that be to our advantage? It would
result in 3 other variants or scenarios

Variant 2: The current monetary system collapses

2a
Introduction of a
similar monetary
system

2b
Introduction of a worse
monetary system

2c
Introduction of a better
monetary system

2a) Introduction of a similar monetary System
It is a known fact that a monetary system normally survives a maximum of 2, 3, 4
generations, and will eventually devour itself. We are in the end phase of such a cycle just
now. Let's suppose the monetary system would collapse, which unfortunately means the
risk remains that the same monetary system will continue, and that we simply did not learn
from our mistakes. This is what we would have to expect, as the governments and central
banks have emergency programmes set up for such a case – unfortunately programmes
based on the same or a similar monetary system.
My uncle was a Bundestag director in Frankfurt for many years and he once told me that
each and every responsible government has an emergency currency in their vaults. Now
we can speculate, whether our governments are responsible or not. But we can assume
that such an emergency currency exists. In any case, the German Federal Bank had such
emergency plans. In those times, when the German Federal Bank was still responsible for
the Deutschmark, i.e., the currency in place at that time, they had a big bunker, near the
river Mosel, to store an emergency currency. This emergency currency, which was a
Deutschmark too, just with a different design, looked a bit like this:
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It was called the BBK-2-series. All the emergency programmes that had been set up were
actually simulated every few years. Approximately every 1-2 years some of the directors of
the Central Bank had to spend 1 or 2 weeks in this bunker together with other “important”
people from a variety of business fields. They were locked in and had to enact and simulate
these emergency programmes.
It is very important to have such an emergency currency in our vaults, not only during the
current debt crisis as even natural catastrophes or other events could make a currency
collapse. In times of the Iron Curtain we used to be so worried that the Russians could forge
the Deutschmark and bring huge amounts of it into circulation. A state simply must always
be able to promptly introduce an emergency currency, to ensure the exchange of goods
and values among the population. Otherwise, it would simply take too much time to print
such a huge amount of banknotes for an entire country. We are talking about weeks and
months of printing. I cannot prove it with first-hand information that the ECB has such an
emergency currency in their vaults. I would not bet my life on it. But it would be irresponsible
at all levels not to be prepared for such an emergency.
Now let's move on to the next scenario that could arise with a collapse:
2b) Introduction of a worse monetary System
Well, the second possibility: We get an even worse monetary system. What could be an
even worse monetary system? An example would be an international currency, worldwide.
This would basically mean that we repeat this single currency experiment that we have in
Europe. So we mix up different nations and characters and diverging economic
performances in one and the same tumble. We then stir this potpourri vigorously, and wait
and suppose that it is going to work. Unfortunately, it is not that simple. You cannot unite and
combine so many different economic systems and so many different economic
performances in just one monetary system. It would have dramatic consequences, as we
have already seen with the Euro here in Europe. A possible consequence could be that
transfer payments must be required. For Europe that would mean that the economically
stronger countries, like Germany, the Netherlands, etc., simply must support the so called
economically weaker countries, i.e., the countries that are economically less strong. We
are talking about financial assistance running into billions. It has been calculated that
Germany had to supply 100 billion of transfer payments per year to ensure the long-term
and smooth functioning of the euro. But we are not informed about that as it is hushed up
effectively.
What happens with these transfer payments? We all know that the European Union was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. I really do not know why... but the amount of discord
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caused by the euro and the resulting debt crisis is tremendous. The Greeks are proud
people and have a history filled with proud traditions. And now the Greeks become
petitioners and solicitors due to the transfer payments they need to receive just to further
exist. And the Germans? Well, they have to manage these payments. One is giving and one
is taking. The result is a nation of unhappy Greeks, losing their self-determination and pride.
The Germans are also not happy with the situation, as they have become the paymaster of
Europe. This will result in an even bigger irritation. Well, I think we are currently not
navigating towards the desired peace that should have been achieved with the united
Europe and the single currency area. Huge irritations seem bound to happen.
What could be an even worse monetary system?
For example the abolition of cash money. This, in my opinion, would be a big problem in
different respects. The abolition of cash would have a negative impact on our citizens as
they would have difficulties in handling money properly. Cash money has the advantage of
being habtic, which leads to a more conscious and sound handling of money. This
conscious handling of money gets lost with the uncontrolled charging of payments to a
credit card. The pain of the payment is limited thanks to the card payment or even avoided,
and people simply tend to spend more money than they have, which might lead into debts. I
can often observe that in my daily work.
The even bigger problem is that the abolition of cash money would allow better monitoring
and supervision of the citizens. Each card payment is documented and stored. The citizen
leaves traces with every payment he makes and becomes more and more transparent.
The abolition of cash is underway, unfortunately. We currently see that in Italy: Payments in
cash of more than 1000 Euros are prohibited. Spain and other European countries are
following. Moreover different discussions are going on to limit these cash payments to 500
Euros, or down to 300 Euros, as called for in Italy. In Sweden there are some movements to
abolish it entirely. This is not a good pathway to take.
2c) Introduction of a better monetary System
Well, and variant number 3 would be the introduction of a better monetary system. So
perhaps a monetary system that, e.g., does not need any interests or compound interests. I
also participate in money conferences, classical or alternative. I still do not believe that
there is the perfect monetary system but certain monetary systems have already been
developed that are far better than the one we have right now.
Which one of these 3 variants or scenarios is currently most likely to become reality at some
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point in the future? 2a), 2b) or 2c)? As to my personal view or assessment, 2c (the better
monetary system) has virtually no chance at the moment. Unfortunately, I am rather afraid
that 2b (the worse monetary system) is a step ahead and will make it. Currently the
monetary system is already changing rapidly – towards a worse scenario. A good example
for that are the currently ongoing bank rescue plans. It has been decided now that the
banks in Europe can directly be supported and saved with the money from the European
Stability mechanism, the ESM. The ESM is no longer obliged to provide the money to the
respective government, as, e.g., in Spain and the government will still be held liable, but will
immediately hand the money over to the banks. NO! The money is now given to the banks
directly. The banks can now receive immediate support by the ESM. Whatever sort of
mistakes they have made, they cannot go bankrupt anymore, as they have direct access to
the ESM funds and can be buffered and saved at any time. The financial sector does no
longer follow the rules of our economic system. The bank sector has thus become almost
indestructible, no matter what mistakes they make. That's only one example that shows
how our monetary system changes to the negative. Today's monetary system is indeed
significantly different to the monetary system 3 or 5 years ago.
Well, and now this Hansjörg Stützle even says that we can change this situation. The basis
for changes is actually very poor, if not almost hopeless. It is like the fight between David
and Goliath.
But the people who want the outcome 2c) (better monetary system) make merely a little
David, whereas the people who are in favour of 2a) (same monetary system) and 2b) make
a huge Goliath. This balance of power is further underscored when we look at our political
structures.

.
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The hierarchic System of our political Society
Political levels of our society
IWF/World Bank
EU
German Chancellor
Federal Government
Members of Parliament
Government of the Land
Land Councils
Mayors
Community Councils/District Councils
Citizens

Right at the bottom of the chart you find the everyday citizen, then the Community Councils,
District Councils, Land Councils, Länder Governments, MPs (Member of Parliament –
Bundestag), the Federal Government, the German Chancellor, European Union, and right
at the top of the hierarchy we find the IMF, or the World Bank respectively. Where would you
start if you want to make a change happen? Where can we bring about changes?
At the top, where it turns blue right now, i.e., at the European Union, or at the IMF, or at the
World Bank?
Politische Stufen unseres Gesellschaftssystems
IWF/World Bank
EU
German Chancellor
Federal Government
Members of Parliament
Government of the Land
Land Councils
Mayors
Community Councils/District Councils
Citizens
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Is anybody here who has been in Brussels lately? Somebody who has been involved in
lobbying activities? No one? Really? Looks like a lousy point of departure.
I once thought we could initiate changes in our society just by replacing some 'heads' at the
top level. 20 years ago I really believed that. I had been very optimistic. Years went by, and
the heads were indeed constantly replaced. In the USA for example, we had Mr. Bush
Senior, Bill Clinton, Mr. Bush Junior, and today we have Mr. Barack Obama. Although many
heads have been replaced nothing has really substantially changed. So many hopes had
been pinned on Barack Obama, but nothing improved.
Here in Germany it was very much alike. We had Federal Chancellors like Helmut Kohl,
Schröder, Angela Merkel. But no real improvement could be observed. Obviously,
replacing heads is not the solution.
But sometimes there are people who really want to improve our society essentially, to the
core. Some persons really go up the hierarchical levels, and they really make it to the top.
One of them was John F. Kennedy. What happened to him? Putting it kindly, he did not
survive a lead poisoning. At the end of the day he was shot.
These realities can drive one to despair. The same happened to me, when, 20 years ago, I
went into the subject in depth. At the beginning I was sad. Then I was more and more
frustrated, and at the end I simply gave up. These are no good feelings at all. Feelings that
nothing can be changed towards the better, although we need positive changes to ensure
the future of our planet, is something so unbearable. This planet, is of course, not easy to
destroy, and will certainly continue to exist, at least the stones. Mankind will never be able –
even not with all modern-day weapons – to blow up the entire planet Earth. What I mean is
that LIVE on this planet is in serious danger.
This hopeless situation – figuratively speaking – swept me under the carpet. I had given up.
I felt to some extent helpless and powerless. Throughout these years I crawled out from
under the carpet and asked myself: Aren't there some possibilities to bring about real
changes in our society. I didn't know what it could be exactly, but I knew, there must be some
solutions.
During that period – again figuratively speaking – somebody repeatedly crossed my way. In
the beginning, this person puzzled me somewhat, but then really fascinated me more and
more. This man has achieved astounding and sustainable results. We are speaking about
Mahatma Gandhi. Mahatma Gandhi has achieved something that hardly anybody else did
before. Everybody knows, Mahatma Gandhi led India back to freedom and independence.
At that time, the Indians had been subjugated by England for so many years. Gandhi
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succeeded – without using any violence – in bringing in changes. I did not know, what he
knew, but I did know that he knew something I did not know.
I went on looking at history. Where else could I find soft revolutionaries? I came across
several persons. One of them was for example Jesus. Jesus has also brought about a
peaceful revolution, and even 2000 years later he is still influencing so many people.
Another one was Nelson Mandela. People love to say: “Come on, that stuff belongs to the
past. These people you are talking about died so long ago.” But no, this kind of people are
still among us today. One of them is, for example, the Dalai Lama. We know that the Dalai
Lama is battling for a free Tibet and is really having a hard time right now, as his own people
is subjugated by China. Mostly from necessity some Tibetan monks douse themselves in
petrol and set themselves on fire. This is a rather drastic measure. The Dalai Lama was
asked what he actually thinks about that. He expressed his clear opposition to that. His
exact wording was:
„It takes a great deal of courage to burn yourself,
but courage alone will never be enough.
One has to use wisdom too.“
What does he want to say by that?
I then started comparing these 3 persons: Jesus, Gandhi and the Dalai Lama – I will not talk
about Mandela right now. I wanted to find out what are the peculiar characteristics of these
3 human beings. I think these soft and gentle revolutionaries have the following in common:
ŸAll three of them reject violence. Violence was clearly not a good solution for them.
ŸAll of them were living a simple humble life. They avoided materialistic thinking

and living, and did not attach the same meaning to material things that we do in the
western world.
ŸIt is also interesting that they did and do not want any political power. I am sure that

the Dalai Lama would not accept the presidency of the United States, if it were offered
to him. He simply knows that real power is not what we call power in the western
World, i.e., the power to subjugate other people. He certainly has a completely
different definition of power.
ŸThey had a lot of patience. They could wait and do not try to force changes by

applying violence. They knew that things would be right.
ŸAll of them were philanthropists. The loved humankind, and even died for

humankind. Tireless efforts on behalf of the people were their top priority.
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ŸThey lived an authentic life, by being consistent in words and deeds. Only because

of this attitude they could retain their credibility, and people followed them.
ŸThe last point is very interesting. They had a pronounced interest in spiritual

subjects. Jesus prayed a lot. Gandhi meditated a lot. And I know the Dalai Lama used
to get up at 4 o'clock in the morning to do hours of meditation to achieve a certain
clarity of thought, which he really needs to take the right decisions. In other words nonviolent decisions that can have a sustainable effect.

Common characteristics of „Soft Revolutioaries“
Ø

Rejected violence

Ø

Did lead a modest life

Ø

Did not want any political power

Ø

Had infinite patience

Ø

Were philanthropists

Ø

Lived an authentic life

Ø

Addressed and lived spiritual values
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The Breakthrough for a lot of my Research Work on the Issue of Money:
At this point, however, I would like to tell you something about me that seems interesting
here. I address the issue of a proper and valuable handling of money, and I focus on the
following two aspects:
Firstly: What are the fundamental realities of money? Unfortunately, those basic truths
almost got lost in our society. I am therefore committed to researching these basic truths
and make them available to the broadest possible sections of the population, so that the
people can have access that knowledge and integrate it in their lives, thus helping to
improve the awareness of our society.
Secondly: How can we handle this money at our disposal to maximize the benefits? Not just
sprinkle the money with a watering-can a bit everywhere, in a useless way. Money is
nothing else but another kind of energy. I always wanted to find an answer to how we could
pool or concentrate the money, so that it would go into the direction that our heart is telling
us. In simple words, to find out how we can get things moving with the energy money and
achieve our goals in line with our own objectives.
It is not about using our money for our own goals and to seek our own advantage. It is about
using our money also to be useful for the people in our direct and indirect environment, i.e.,
use our money also to ensure the maximum benefit for the human beings, animals, or other
living creatures around us. The ideal case would be that we use our money in a way that
would help the whole planet.
In these 20 years of my research work, I carried out some studies that went very well and
brought about real good results. But some research work did not lead anywhere. It did not
even matter how much I concentrated on it – the work simply did not give a reliable result
and at the end got stuck in a dead end.
Now I have tried hard to look at it from different perspectives and points of view, but the
problem, did not get solved, no matter how hard I tried. Only when I changed my mindset I
discovered new approaches. I then started looking at larger and more comprehensive
systems.
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The Laws of Nature
One of the largest systems is nature. Nature has been there for millions of years and has
gathered a huge experience of life. Only when I established a relation between these laws
of nature and my money research, things started to move again. Some of my research
projects that got stuck really progressed with real good results.
But there were also some other research activities, which did not advance – despite these
laws of nature, due to some pretty brutal laws in nature. Like the law: “Eating and being
eaten.” “Whichever is stronger will win.” “Whichever is faster will win.” It is about the
stronger eating the weaker. You know these laws? Now let us integrate these laws of nature
into our economic system, and we will find out that that the society we live in is exactly the
same. Of course, I wanted to find solutions to those problems too. So I started looking for
even bigger systems and I found them.
The Laws of Life and of the Universe
The largest system that I could find is the system of laws of life and cosmic laws. And indeed
there are laws of life and cosmic laws. And if you look at and research these huge systems
you can actually find solutions for such a law of nature as “eating and being eaten up”.
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The Holistic System
With my research work I was constantly looking for systems. In search of suitable answers I
stumbled upon a system, which is called the “Holistic System”. Have you ever heard about
it? It sounds complicated but is rather simple. It means: What works on a large scale will
work on a small scale. And what works on a small scale will work on a large scale.

Holistic System

The holistic system says that what you find in the big picture, i.e., in the complete system,
must be in the core too. As a whole and in every detail.
We frequently complain about our sick society. Right? Some things do not seem to be right
on our society. If we use the holistic system it says the following: Our society is sick, i.e., the
“big thing“ is sick. Of what does the “big thing” consist? It consists of specific individuals,
i.e., of all of us. This means you and me and all other people around. If our society is sick,
then something must be wrong with us too. Sounds logical, right?
And the same happens to our body. When we catch a flu virus, our whole body feels bad.
And if we have a closer look at the body cells, for example with dark field microscopy, we'll
see that they are pretty sick too. So here we find the relation between large and small too.
There is some sort of a co-existence.
The same happens in our monetary system. We have a monetary system that brings about
many imbalances in society that we rightfully denounce and criticise. Only a tiny minority
benefits from it, i.e., those who have their pockets constantly flushed and filled with money
or let's say energy. But most people will have a high price to pay and not unjustifiably, feel
they are being exploited.
The monetary system itself is the large scale, the big level, and what happens on the small
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level? Is the individual thinking and acting in a different way? How do you handle money?
What is your position or attitude regarding money? Just imagine one day you make big
money overnight. What will you do with all the money? Will you use it only for yourself or will
you share it with others?
I can only tell you one thing – the holistic system proves to be so true again. It shows us in a
brutally honest and unequivocal how bad things really are. But so often we do not want to
see these things as they have something to do with ourselves, because we are not even
one whit better in handling money than our “big monetary system” and its structures and
behaviour. There is a co-existence between the large and the small.
I would like to highlight a few examples now.
Does Money spoil the Character?
There is a saying that you might know. It goes like this: Money spoils the character. Have
you ever heard that? Does this saying tell the truth? Okay, some of you are not sure about
that. This saying is definitely not true. It is WRONG. Money does not spoil the character, it
only shows it. There was not even one situation on this planet in which money spoiled the
character, but it showed the real character of a person.
We are living in a society which has a lot of rules and laws that we need to comply with.
There are also some moral laws to follow, if we want to be accepted by our society and our
fellow human beings. But when we own a lot of money we do not have to fear any penalties.
We can then simply do it like Berlusconi in Italy, who uses his money and power to change
the laws in a way that he can get away unaffected.
Another example: when we do not get along with our boss, will we tell him? Will we tell him
face to face what we think about him? No, normally we don't. It might simply have painful
consequences for us. We might lose our job und would no longer have an income, which
means a shortage of money that would put our mere existence at stake. We all suffer from
certain constraints. But money would bring us into a position of power that would allow us to
act exactly the way we always wanted to.
So a lot of money makes come out the real character that had been hidden for so long due
to certain constraints, without a chance to unfold. Money is a multiplier that gives the
personality the chance to manifest one to one. That's actually the reason why it does not
help to replace the heads on the top level of our hierarchical system. Who will move up
next? Basically a person of the same character type. The character is now unleashed by the
newly won power and money, and can finally unfold and blossom.
People and characters often seem to be similar and sometimes virtually identical,
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something already unequivocally expressed by the holistic system. The holistic system
also points out that all this has got to do with all of us in one way or another. Of course, we do
not like to hear that. It is so much easier to simply blame the others: “These bad politicians.
These evil bankers.“
Do we really want a better System? Or do we only wish to have a better Position
within the System?
Let me give you another example: I myself come from an economic background and have
had to do with a lot of companies. Unfortunately, also in the field of corporate recovery,
insolvency, and restructuring. That was actually my main are of activity over many years. I
accompanied many companies in need of help and contributed to the reorganization and
restructuring. I was involved in many very different companies, and I had a lot of direct
contact with so many employees. So often they complained bitterly about their boss and
about the company's system. They could not accept so many things, and a number of
things they said was simply true.
Well, a certain person [see the chart below, the person marked in red] for example had been
complaining about the company, its systems and the mutual trust and cooperation among
the people.

And indeed, what the person said sounded consistent and coherent. Very often I even
thought that my work would have been so much easier if this person had been the head of
the company and therefore, my main point of contact. The restructuring of the company
would have been significantly easier.
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Over several years I often observed that exactly this person really climbed up the
hierarchical ladder, sometimes even to the top. .

A few years later I had another chance to be in that company that I have just spoken about,
and was completely astonished at the behaviour of that person. He did not behave the way
he fervently wished his boss to act a few years ago. Most of the time this person did not
behave any better than the former boss, sometimes even much worse. I was confused
about that for a long time. In the beginning I thought that these are isolated cases. But they
were not. I could observe this mechanism in so many cases…
What is the reason for this? Are people “turned over”, or what is happening? It took me a
while until I finally understood why. This person who had been down there at the bottom of
the hierarchical system, actually did not mean to tell me that he wanted another system.
Irrespective of that, this person did not even know any other or better system. So what this
person really wanted to tell me by complaining was the following:

„I want another position within the existing
system. I fully agree with the system. But I
simply do not feel comfortable with the
limited power I have in this system.”

That's often the basic message that people that are not in a position of power want to get
across, i.e., they have a lower position in the hierarchic system. This person does, of
course, not even realise nor admit that. The real thought and attitudes will show up and
manifest at the latest when the person gets a position of power Then, at the latest, it will
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clearly be seen.
This mechanism usually takes place subconsciously. Do you understand what I am saying?
And the same thing happens with all the revolutions. Then revolutionaries take over the
power, like for example in Libya, and are actually sending out the following hidden basic
message: “We do not want a new better society. We want to be at the highest hierarchic
level. We want the power. We are not happy with our current position. But if we are in power,
then everything is fine with us.“
A fox and rabbit metaphor can illustrate this phenomenon. When the fox chases the rabbit,
the fox should feel much better than the rabbit. The rabbit is at the bottom of the hierarchy
and the fox is on top. The fox is about to catch its dinner. And the rabbit? It's got nothing to
win but is running for its life. What a struggle just to stay alive. The rabbit's emotional world
is certainly different to the fox' emotional world.
This mechanism can be observed everywhere in our society. Let's take the example of
Christian Wulf. Remember? Yes, the former German President. Before taking up his duties
Christian Wulf said: ”We should abolish the government pension (kind of a salary of
honour).“ He referred to the fact that a German President still receives 199.000 Euro per
year after his term as President. But when he had to leave office, he did not give up on that
nice pension himself. When he was personally affected himself he did not respect his
former proposal. A lot of things are talked about and rose-tinted. We make suggestions
about what others should do, but when we get into this situation and have to give up
something and must pay a high price we act in a completely different way. We keep our
thought under wraps and disguise our real intentions.
The same holds true for our monetary system. Do we really want a better monetary
system? Or do we only want a better position of power so that we can finally profit
from the system and receive more money than we are entitled to? Will we then still
have a problem with the monetary system or will the monetary system just look fine
to us?
How about winning some millions in the lottery? Would you buy a Ferrari? A nice sports car?
Or a villa? What would you buy for yourself? Some weekend cottages to brag with and tell
your friend what a fantastic guy you are? In line with the slogan: I am what I have! Or would
you handle the money the way Gandhi did? Live on very modestly and use the money to
help some tender little shoots with good ideas to grow under his patronage. That's when the
true nature of a person shows up at the latest.
We should not deceive ourselves and lay the blame on others all the time, nor tell others
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what they must do – things we would never do ourselves. The things that happen in our
society have actually a whole lot to do with us. We often only see our own character, lying
dormant in us, when we reach a power position ourselves.
The holistic system does not say anything else. Society reflects the attitude, awareness,
mentality and actions of all people in this society. What we see right now in society is only
the average value. It's similar to the economic situation. There are some companies that
manufacture excellent products, and there are companies with less excellent products,
struggling hard. And official figures about the economic activity only show us the average
value. No more, no less. And each time we look at the world around us, and are shocked
about the bad behaviour of the politicians, the bankers, of our neighbours and of whoever.
But in reality we are just looking in the mirror and get scared when we recognise ourselves,
at least some parts.
Let me stress the fact that it is not about guilt or innocence. In our western religion the word
guilt has unfortunately not been properly used. I only say that we have our share in social
inequities and social deficits. Each and everyone in a somewhat different way with different
intensities. Some have more shares in it, some have less shares in it. But we all play a part
in it. And if we do not realise that part, there won't be any changes in our society, as sure as
day follows night. We will discuss that later.
What I have just said is normally a taboo subject. I am probably not making myself popular
by making these statements, but I think I have to address this taboo subject. In fact, it is an
important instrument in changing society.
I must admit that I had been myself a member of the hierarchical club for years. I really
thought the whole thing was remote-controlled from above. I was convinced that I could
never change anything in this society, because it could only be controlled from above.
The holistic system says something else. I can contribute my share. That's true. And I felt so
much encouraged.
Then I was a wondering how many people do actually live on this planet. Seven billion. I can
have an influence but I only have a 7-billionth share in it
That was a great shock for me, because I thought I had found the ultimate solution. At least I
felt better than before. When I was still thinking like the hierarchical system I felt like
resigning, as I was convinced that everything is controlled from above and that I couldn't
contribute a thing. According to the Holistic System things are different. With that system
you can contribute, but only with a 7-billionth share in. In the holistic system I was still
frustrated, but did not feel like resigning anymore..
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Hierarchical System

Holistic System

IWF/World Bank
EU
German Chancellor
Federal Government
Members of Parliament
Government of the Land
Land Councils
Mayors
Community Councils/District Councils
Citizens

I could never change anything,
everything is controlled from above.

I can contribute my part. And
it will take effect.

But I felt that I still had not found the whole “truth“. The puzzle was not complete yet.
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The system of morphogenetic Fields
As I said before, I always thought there must be something else, some other aspects we
should take into consideration. In the years to come, I kept on looking for other possible
responses.
Then I met another person – again figuratively speaking – a scientist, who had come up with
a new thesis about 30 years ago. He did not even earn respect or any admiration for his
work, the opposite. Instead, he became the target of massive attacks by scientific
colleagues and also by the general public. This man is a biologist from England and his
name is Rupert Sheldrake.
Today, he is not a particularly popular scientist among his colleagues, but has become
widely accepted and is tolerated in that field of science and research. He has proven his
thesis in dozens of scientific experiments. Many of his experiments were done with
animals, but he did not do any testing that would torture them. He only observed them. In
one of his many books he writes about an experiment that he calls “The Hundredth
Monkey”. Rupert Sheldrake had not carried out that experiment himself, but it had been
proved on several occasions - with other experiments. I would like to describe this story in
general lines.
The hundredth Monkey
In the 1950s scientists had been observing and studying some monkeys over a number of
years on some Japanese islands and regularly gave them food. They left sweet potatoes
out on the sandy beach for them. The monkeys came and ate them. But why eat potatoes
with sand? It did probably not taste very good simply because the monkeys did not wash
them and ate the sand too. Sounds crunchy and unpleasant. The years went by and no
radical change could be observed. But one day the scientists observed that one monkey
took a walk down to the water and started washing the sweet potato before eating it. I
suppose, he liked the washed potato much better and he continued washing them. No
more crunchy noise due to crushing sand. It is true that the other monkeys observed it, but
did not copy it. It took many months until the next monkey actually picked up this behaviour
to find out washed potatoes taste much better. Let's suppose that the second monkey
copies the first monkey after 7 months. Further time was required until the third monkey
joined and copied them, let's say 6 months. The forth monkey joined them about four
months later, and so on.
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Time intervals became shorter and shorter. Let's say, there were about 200 monkeys on
this island or in this colony. At a certain point in time, 99 of them did eventually wash their
potatoes before eating them. And then something really startling took place with the 100th
monkey washing sweet potatoes. But this did not only mean that monkey number 100
started washing its potatoes. What actually happened was that all the sudden the whole
colony of monkeys had learned to wash potatoes. And not only that. Something amazing
happened. On other islands – even far out of sight – all colonies of monkeys began washing
their sweet potatoes.
Some of you might even know this story. Rupert Sheldrake concluded that the cause for this
spreading behaviour are so-called morphic or morphogenetic fields.
Me, personally, I also like to call them “knowing fields“.

Morphic Field

What is that? What are “knowing fields”? How does this work?
With regard to the monkey colony the first monkey has created a new field of knowledge
with its new discovery (washed potatoes taste better than sandy potatoes).
This resulted in another field (morphogenetic field, morphic field, knowing field or whatever
else one wants to call it), which also had an influence on other monkeys. But this field was
very weak in the beginning, as it was only fed by one monkey, thus having little effect on
other monkeys. With the second monkey that had only adopted this new behaviour from the
first monkey, the field became a bit stronger. And with every monkey joining them the field
became stronger and more powerful. And at a certain point in time a “critical mass” was
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reached. The field had become so strong that even other monkeys on other islands having
no physical contact with this colony took over that knowledge.
It has been observed that this phenomenon does not only happen with animals, but also
with humans. Just to mention a few examples:
1) The Telephone:
It has been observed too that many big inventions were actually discovered by many
scientists at the same time in many different parts of the world. Let's talk about Edison.
When he invented the telephone 6 or 7 scientists, I think, all over the world made the same
invention at the same time without having any contact with each other. Thanks to the
intensive research of these scientists the morphogenetic field became stronger and
stronger until the solution was transmitted to the different scientists almost at the same
time. This phenomenon could be observed with numerous significant inventions in human
history.

2) Juggling
I have also heard an interesting story from a professional juggler. About 30 - 40 years ago
he taught certain people a specific exercise or routine in juggling. It took him 1-2 months.
About 25 - 30 years ago an absolute boom in juggling came about. Many people started
learning juggling. The teacher observed something very interesting. He noticed that after
the boom people clearly needed less time to learn it (only 2-3 days). This juggling boom
resulted in such a strong field that it became much easier for other people to learn it even
faster.
About 25 years ago I learned some juggling too, and fortunately I am really skilful with balls.
Give me just any ball, a football, or handball or make me play tennis, I can quickly handle it.
So at that time, I had really learned juggling in only 1-2 days. My life partner for example, is
really all thumbs. She now learned juggling too in 1-2 days, i.e., in the same time that I did
25 years ago. In earlier times this knowledge was accessible to talented people only. Today
everyone can access it and can develop their skills in the same time. Maybe you have made
similar observations too?
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3) Organic Food
Another example: Look at the organic food market. 30 years ago, there was a completely
different field. Those people who opened health food stores in those days had to invest all
kind of efforts to become successful. They even invested their savings. They had to work
100 hours per week. They even had to invest a big deal of time and money in strong
information and communication campaigns, and many more activities. And despite their
strong commitment they could only lead a rather miserable existence. But they somehow
managed to make their way through. Their work changed the awareness of people in our
society completely. Today organic food is fully accepted. Today, even Lidl or Aldi offer
organic goods, and innocent and somehow inexperienced people, who never took a closer
look at the issue, buy it. The morphogenetic field, i.e., the knowing field, has grown stronger,
and nowadays everybody buys organic food. Here it can be seen that a sustainable change
took place all over the world, something that can be observed in many other areas of life
too.
4) Homeopathie
Homeopathy is also a good example for that. 30 - 40 years ago people who were into
homeopathy could almost be equated with witches. In earlier times, only a few hundred
years ago they would have been burnt. Doctors who were into homeopathy were society's
outsiders. Today, there is a completely different awareness of homeopathy. Even people
who do not know much about homeopathy take these remedies. In line with: They might
help – at least they do harm.
5) Own Experience with the morphogenetic Field
Me, I had once made an experience, which gave me food for thought. It was in 1991 in the
USA at the time when the first Iraq war began. I walked through an American university
campus. I saw a huge crowd, celebrating and rejoicing and wanted to know why. I found out
they were cheering for the Iraq war and waving American flags. Long live Bush, and so on.
First I thought that Americans are simply terribly stupid. A few weeks later I had another
walk through the campus and again I stumbled upon a huge crowd cheering for the Iraq
war. I joined the group, and almost caught myself grabbing such a flag and singing for the
sake of war. This awareness field as well as the enthusiastic atmosphere almost swept me
up. I was very shocked, as I am actually a confirmed pacifist and opponent of war. I thought
then that I urgently had to go back to Germany. Since then I am much more alert to
morphogenetic fields. Since then I have no longer underestimated these fields. Before that
time I had actually thought that I could hardly ever be influenced and that I was immune to
such things. How one can be mistaken…...
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6) The Energy Transition in Germany
In Germany we had some recent changes that would have been unimaginable before. Or
could you have imagined only a few years ago that we would have a turnaround in energy
policy in Germany? Who would have believed that before the nuclear disaster in Japan, i.e.,
before the catastrophe in Fukushima? I would not have thought it possible. Well, first there
was this nuclear catastrophe in Fukushima. And this event has caused such a shift in
awareness in Germany that even some politicians turned around by 180 degrees, and have
supported and implemented this energy revolution. Even the former German Environment
Minister Röttgens, who was known to be a supporter of the nuclear lobby, started
supporting the energy transition, at least verbally. That's really unthinkable, right? This
turnaround had only been possible because the awareness, at least in Germany, changed
so much. It should be recalled that this turnaround took only place in Germany! In other
countries the awareness and the structures required for this were obviously not sufficient.
Some other countries are still building nuclear reactors. But in Germany the awareness has
grown and changes have become possible.
The same happens in our monetary system. Unfortunately we have only little awareness
about our monetary system, and a particularly poor awareness about the valuable and
responsible handling of money. From this perspective we clearly see that our society has
exactly the monetary system it deserves. We live exactly what feeds this morphogenetic
field and this, in turn, forms and manifests the structures in our society. It is so simple.
Morphogenetic fields? That sounds very esoteric, right? But no, it has nothing to do with
esotericism. Rupert Sheldrake's studies and research have proven the morphogenetic
fields a dozen times. Today, it has even been acknowledged in the scientific community.
But many people have problems in adopting new and non-conventional thinking. For many
people anything new means danger. If we are serious about solving the problems in our
society, we have to be receptive to new approaches, ways and thoughts or responses. In
this context I would like to point out the following:
There was a time hundreds of years ago, when people were tortured and burned alive, just
because they had mentioned that the earth might be round. Or because they said, the earth
is not the centre of the universe. Today every child knows that the world is round. A hundred
years ago people would have been sent to the madhouse, if they had believed that in the
future we might have some mobile phones, smart phones, Internet or similar things. The
same thing might happen with these morphogenetic fields that some people decry as nonexistent. It is even possible that we will have pretty soon such a strong morphogenetic field
and knowledge here in Germany that your children will come up to you pretty soon and ask:
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“Gosh! Daddy! Mummy! You did not know anything about these morphogenetic fields? How
could you be so stupid?!”
It is now generally recognised that we cannot perceive everything with our 5 senses only.
There is a 6th sense, a 7th sense, and maybe even more senses. Albert Einstein once said:

The purest form of madness is to leave everything as it is and still hope
that something will change.
(Albert Einstein)

Today, I would like to clearly address a few new points of view that could be of great
importance for finding solutions to our major societal challenges.

We need a different thinking, if we want the planet to survive.
(Albert Einstein)

I give this speech to people from different backgrounds. So it may happen that I speak to an
audience that has never heard of morphogenetic fields, and that I mess up people's world
view quite a bit. But that's not the idea behind. The world view of other people is actually
untouchable to me. But as I had already mentioned, I will have to talk about some taboo
subjects during my speech. The aim is nothing else than to ensure the long-term future of
life on this planet.

.
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What is Consciousness or Awareness all about?
Are we back to some esoteric territory? No. Let's have a quick look at the Duden (German
Language Dictionary), which is really ultraconservative. What is the definition of
consciousness in that book? The Duden says:

Consciousness is the quality or state of being aware of a thing.

The definition is quite simple. It has absolutely nothing to do with supernatural things. All we
need to do is open the Duden and there we go! Now we know a simple and easy-tounderstand definition of consciousness and awareness respectively.
But in reality we are not aware of so many things around us. In our daily lives we go into big
supermarkets to buy food, walk by the shelves and grab for example a piece of meat or
sausage from the freezer cabinet. We take it home and every day we eat sausages and
meat for breakfast and dinner. We do not even realise anymore that we are about to eat a
living creature. Who was aware of that the last time you ate meat? Okay, I hear some
protest coming up, most probably from vegetarians.
If I clearly want to explain consciousness, unfortunately, I have to leave the subject
“Monetary System”, and to call upon an example, namely the subject “Eating Meat”.
Let's have a look at what consciousness or awareness is, and what is non-consciousness
or unawareness is.
There is a series in television called "Die strengsten Eltern der Welt" ("The strictest parents
in the world"), and this special story I am going to talk about, is happening in Nepal. This TV
series is about difficult children whose parents are unable to cope with them. A desperate
situation. That is why they send their children to the “strictest parents in the world”. In this
case 2 youngsters are sent to indigenous, rather primitive people in Nepal to experience life
in a different form. The aim is to make them feel pure and simple live. This example in the
film clearly illustrates what “non-awareness” means.
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It's time for lunch again. The children are already really missing meat. Oh gosh, already 3 days
without a varied diet.
Boy: “On the first day it was still okay to eat rice. On the second day too, but then, I couldn't
see it anymore. I am so sick and tired of it. It sucks. They simply eat rice every day. I thought,
Chinese people were the worst, but here all we eat is rice.“
Day 7 in Nepal. In Nepal meat is only served on special holidays. But Nepalese people do not
just go to the supermarket to get their meat. Host mother Gera is preparing a real feast. Up to
now, the teenagers do not have a slight idea about what the little goat has been brought for.
Boy: “Stupid goat“
Girl: ”Oh, how funny you are!.“
Boy: “That's the Cologne billy goat [symbol of a German football-club] in Nepal.”
Girl: „What are they doing now?
Boy: “Eh, will they kill it now?
Girl: “Oh God, they are killing it!“
Boy: „No!”
Girl: ”Sure!
Boy: “Nonsense. They are only milking it!“
Girl: ”Let's stay logic! We are the ones who want to eat meat all the time. We grumble all the
time that we don't get meat, and now they have packed up the goat and are washing its head.
They will not kill it.“
Boy: ”No! Never!“
Girl: ”Eh, I would bet everything I have. They will kill this thing now.“
Daria (girl) is shocked, does not want to accept that an animal is killed just to fulfil her needs.
Girl: ”I think they are killing this poor little thing now. Why in the world would they bring a
little goat? And a wooden axe? Why would they wash the goat's head? Come on, be honest!
That's logically enough... Noooo!“
”Yes, I love to eat meat, but only on hamburgers or so. Then I do not have to see that. Then the
meat is already put in a roll. I do not have to caress the animal right before I eat it.”
Michele (boy) now understands that Daria's guesswork was not too irrational at all. The goat is
supposed to die to the benefit of the German teenagers. Just because they wanted to eat meat
so badly. Michele is shocked. Shocked by his own selfish behaviour.
Boy:

“Fuck! You are real motherfuckers! Fuck! Fuck you! Son of a bitch!“

What seems to be so normal to Nepalis, knocks the teenagers off.
Boy: “In Germany pigs are being bred. They are killed on some sort of mass production line.
Yes, I have never caressed such a pig. I don't even care about that. I know that we need to
slaughter these animals, if we want to eat meat. But, if you develop a special bond with an
animal, if you really cuddle the animal, and you are feeling that it likes you or me a lot, and that
you like it so much too, and it is all so sweet. I think that's simply awful, how cold and cruel they
do this disgusting job. They had caressed the animal too. That's really cold.“
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The shock of this experience showed the teenagers, that nothing is for free in live.
Nevertheless, they feel they have to apologize to the host father for their reaction.
Girl: „We want to explain to you, why we are like this. You understand? In Germany they do
not kill animals.”
Boy: “Because we go to the supermarket and buy our meat. We don't know the animal.”
Host father: “I understand. In Germany you go to the supermarket. In Nepal we do it this
way.”
Daria: “We want to say sorry.”

I cannot really tell you right now what awareness is but the movie has just shown perfectly
what unawareness is. Maybe this is just the best way to illustrate what awareness is.
Our consciousness changes the structures and manifestations in our society as awareness
always leads to an action. I want to show you this phenomenon again using this example of
“Meat-Eating”.
In our society a certain attitude towards meat has developed: it is just a good or a thing. That
means we have completely lost the awareness of the fact that there is an animal or a living
creature behind the meat or the sausage, and that this animal feels and suffers pain just like
human beings. At least in daily life when we are buying or eating meat we are completely
unaware of it. This gives rise to a certain structure, namely large-scale livestock operations,
mass production. Animals are tortured from birth to death, so that we can buy low-cost
goods. And that's what we see right now in our society. Our consciousness of cheap goods
is in our heads. An automatic consequence is that we eat mass produced meat.

Awareness of the humankind

Structures in our society

Animals ara a thing/good

Large-scale animal husbandry

No awareness of the animals „behind“
the meat.

Animals are tortured from birth to
death, for us to buy low-cost goods.
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A different awareness could be, for example: having in mind that animals are living
creatures. We should keep animals in a species-appropriate environment. And if we have
this consciousness the according structures will follow automatically, i.e., animals will be
kept with enough room for each and every animal, with a real chance to live a pleasant life.

Awareness of the humankind

Structures in our society

Animals ara a thing/good

Large-scale animal husbandry

No awareness of the animals „behind“
the meat.

Animals are tortured from birth to death, for us to
buy low-cost goods.

Animals are living creatures

Animals are kept in an appropriate
environment

We should treat them in a speciesappropriate way.

Animals are kept in places with enough room to
move around to get the chance to live a pleasant live

Different awareness means different structures with different effects.
As to the animals we could in fact adopt a different attitude. The North-American Indians for
example have their own consciousness, which implies that animals are our brothers. We
respect and bless them, and we thank them for giving us their meat. That's a highly
interesting consciousness which allows an adequate keeping of animals. We human

Awareness of the humankind

Structures in our society

Animals ara a thing/good

Large-scale animal husbandry

No awareness of the animals „behind“
the meat.

Animals are tortured from birth to death, for us to
buy low-cost goods.

Animals are living creatures

Animals are kept in an appropriate
environment

We should treat them in a speciesappropriate way.

Animals are kept in places with enough room to
move around to get the chance to live a pleasant live

Animals are our brothers

Keeping of animals as to their nature

We respect and bless them, and we
thank them for giving us their meat.

We human beings have to ensure that the animals
lead the live they are naturally destined to.
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beings have to ensure that the animals lead the live they are naturally destined to.

Our awareness forms the structures.

Awareness comes first, and the structures will follow. Or in other words:
Now I would like to show you what real awareness is. And how you can live it. To do so I
show you the beginning of a feature film with 3 Indians who are hunting an animal.

The movie shows the Indians hunting and eventually shooting the
animal] The 3 Indians kneel down next to the animal and one of
them says: “I am sorry that we had to kill you, brother. We admire
your courage and your strength.“

These Indians apologise to the animal for having killed it, and thank the animal for the meat
it gives to them.
What a difference compared to our way of treating animals, right? That is the effect of
awareness. What a difference between the awareness of the 2 youngsters in the first film
and the awareness of the Indians in the second film. Worlds apart! The awareness of the

At the end of the day our society, our system, our structures
are nothing but a mirror of our consciousness.

Indians forms completely different structures compared to the awareness of the teenagers.
I cannot even say it in clearer terms than these examples can do. Whatever it is that we can
observe in our society has much more to do with us than we believe.
Let's look at the morphogenetic fields once more. We should know some mechanisms
which could be important and helpful. If I really want to make a change in society, it is crucial
that at least 1-3 percent of us have really understood, e.g., what money is, or let's say the
monetary system, and that they are living a live according to a better understanding. This is
the crucial point. I will come back to that in a moment.
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1-3 %
have really understood the field, and live
according to a better understanding.

Morphic
Field

ca. 20 %
„Alert“ people in search of something.
Awareness:
Factor 1
This is enough to give rise to a structural
manifestation.

Es authentisch zu leben
Faktor 1000

If we do not live accordingly, this awareness that we maybe have understood “analytically”,
has only little influence on our lives. Let's suppose that this awareness has a factor of 1. But
if we have understood this consciousness not only in theory, but do live it authentically, it
might even have a factor of, e.g., one thousand.
1-3 %
have really understood the field, and live
according to a better understanding.

Morphic
Field

ca. 20 %
„Alert“ people in search of something.
Awareness:
Factor 1
This is enough to give rise to a structural
manifestation.

Live it authentically
Factor 1000

There are about 20% of the population that are more alert and open to new ideas. And these
20% can be found on all hierarchical levels, top-level politicians too. These politicians are
not stupid and their hearts are on the right place. They fight for the interests of the citizens
which could be clearly seen when the vote on the ESM (European Stability Mechanism)
took place. Some of the members in the German Federal Parliament (Bundestag) had
voted against the ESM, although they risked being penalised, outlawed and denigrated by
the party leadership and by some colleagues. In other words there are 20% of people who
are open to new ideas and ways. And they are everywhere. If you notice that there is a
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person that lives something so different, a living example of something new, you get curious
and ask: “Hey, what are you doing? Why are you behaving like that?“ And you want this
knowledge too. You show interest and want to know more about it. These 20% of the
population are sufficient to manifest the structures in our society.
The following happens then (still taking the example of organic food): the remaining 80%

1-3 %
have really understood the field, and live
according to a better understanding.

Morphic
Field

ca. 20 %
„Alert“ people in search of something.
Awarenss:
Faktor 1
This is enough to give rise to a structural
manifestation.

Live it authentically
Factor 1000

now mostly buy organic food, but not necessarily with the deepest conviction, but because:

Ø

I buy organic food because it is a matter of status.

Ø

I buy organic food because it is the style and pretty cool.

Ø

I buy organic food because otherwise I would be an
outsider and would no longer be respected in society.

Ø

I buy organic food because if I don't, my neighbours or
colleagues might wonder about me.

The decisions of many people are subject to status and prestige. Many people do things
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because of these underlying concerns. A new trend comes up in society, because the
masses are getting under way. Structures in society are changing at a breathtaking pace.
That is a normal mechanism.
But what is most important are the 1-3% of us who feed the morphogenetic field with their
awareness and the resulting authentic way of living. Gandhi once said:
And nobody else lived his words as strictly and strongly as he did. I can only imagine that he

We have to be the changes that we want
to see in this world

had a factor of many thousands or even more, thus strongly feeding the morphogenetic
field. The basis for that was that he lived a life absolutely consistent in words and deeds.
So, how about our monetary system? How do we live it? Are we already living a better
monetary system? Are we taking, for example, the interest received from the bank only for
our own benefit and profit? Or do we see these interest payments as a chance to give
something back to society? Are we using this money to support something good? Are we
donating money for a good cause? What are you doing with your interest earnings? Which
monetary system are you living already today? Are you living the old or maybe already the
new interest-free monetary system?
Maybe we are good in making fine speeches on the old and new monetary system and
delivering smart lectures. But are we really living it? Has this knowledge reached our
hearts? The fact that we do not have a better monetary system in our society right now has
directly to do with that.
We have to be the changes that we want to see in this world
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The underlying Cause of the Debt Crisis
I would like to show you now one point of view on the real reason for the debt crisis. It is an
aspect you won't find in a newspaper, you will not hear about it in the news, and you will not
discover it in a talk show.
What is the real cause of the debts crisis? The real cause has to do with exchange, more
precisely with a balanced exchange. Let's look at our planet. In the beginning I had said that
we actually need 1.5 planets, and especially in Central Europe we currently need already 3
planets. That's how we are actually treating our planet and destroying our living conditions.
What could a fair and balanced exchange look like? I will give you an example for that:
I, myself, have a lot to do with animals, and particularly animals can give us a lot of
information on life. I have, among other animals, a goose which is tame and gentle. We get
along pretty well. But, when she is laying eggs, I can tell you! I better stay away, as she will
attack each and every one – even me – getting too close to her egg. For the goose this egg
is a treasure comparable to a huge gold nugget for us.
And what do we do day after day with this biggest treasure of many animals? We snatch the
egg from the chicken. We take it away, the biggest treasure of the chicken, and what do we
give back? NOTHING! We stuff the chicken with antibiotics. We keep the chicken in small
barns for livestock. 22 animals per square meter. We take away what is most precious for
the animal, and we give absolutely nothing back. NOTHING! We do not give them an
appropriate housing, do not ensure hygiene, do not offer grassland, and so on. That means
we human beings have interrupted the flow of giving and taking.

?
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It is even not right, what I am saying, as it should actually be called a flow of ”Give and
Receive”. Already the word TAKE expresses some hidden violence. When someone
receives something and really appreciates what he or she received, an impulse is triggered
to compensate and strike a balance, i.e., to give something back. This is done willingly or
voluntarily.
The flow of giving and receiving is the basis for a functioning society. This flow keeps our
society in balance and keeps us in a state of flux. Giving and receiving is the basis for that.
Where ever you look this exchange is going wrong.
I once tried to find out what a frozen chicken costs in our supermarkets. The cheapest one I
could find costs 2.42 €. What a low price. The chicken has been fed, it has been taken care
of in a certain manner, it has been slaughtered, it has been plucked and drawn, it has been
frozen and transported to the supermarket, and is eventually sold to the end user by a
dealer. And me, being the consumer, I can buy a chicken ready to roast for only 2.42 €. Do
you think that the exchange is balanced? Do you know how much we would have to pay for
a chicken from an organic farm, where the exchange might be right? Between 18 and 22
euros. This example illustrates very well, how the concept of exchange has become utterly
confused. A particularly bad exchange can be seen with living creatures which cannot
defend themselves, whether with animals, plants, whether with nature that we are
excessively plundering, or with human beings, who cannot defend themselves. No matter
where you look, the exchange is completely insufficient. Our society is penetrated by these
thoughts, attitudes and actions.
What is our life quality based on in the western world? Our standard of living is based on
plundering the threshold and Third World Countries. These countries can thus not come out
of poverty, because we exploit their manpower, plunder their labour force and simply live a
very bad exchange with them. Some of them cannot make a living with this little exchange
they get and are starving. We take these cheap goods without showing any appreciation,
rolling in luxury. The same tendency can be observed in “rich” Germany right now. Even
here we see more and more so called losers. And this has, among others, to do with our
monetary system. But if we look at the exchange on a worldwide scale, I am not quite sure
anymore if the so called losers in Germany are really losers.
What are debts? I would define it as nothing else than the consequence of: “I want to take
more than I want to give.” This must always result in debts. That's what debts are. I simply
take more than I am willing to give. Otherwise debts in their present-day form would not
even be possible.
In my opinion, the concept of exchange is the underlying basis for our debt crisis. If we
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speak about children that do not know how to deal properly with money, having already
developed a mentality of excessive demand, or about young people who have fallen into a
debt trap at an early age, or private individuals, or companies, or about our state – the basis
is the missing exchange that leads into debts. We will surely not manage this debt crisis, if
we do not address the issue of exchange and especially fair exchange.
Sometimes it makes me very sad that our awareness of what is going on is so little. And we
– I am talking about you and me – we have it in our hands. We walk through the
supermarkets and decide each time, whether we pick things from the shelf on the left side,
or from the right side. Do I want normal eggs, or eggs from free-range chickens, or organic
eggs? One pack of eggs in the left shelf could cost maybe 1.69 €, and it would probably cost
2.69 € when I pick it from the right side. That's only a difference of 1 euro. And it is our
decision, if we want to give 1 euro back to the chicken so that he can have a certain life
quality during his lifetime. With 1 euro only that we have to pay more the cycle of giving and
receiving is balanced again, and a fair exchange is taking place.

How much is ist worth to
me, that chickens also
have a good life?

This is not a question of having 3 doctorates or priding ourselves on having learned by heart
348 books about alternative monetary systems. That's not what matters, and is has only
little influence on the morphogenetic fields. The question is, if we truly live it or if we get
distracted and only are into cracker-barrel philosophy. According to the motto: “Hey you,
politicians, you have to change things. But, please, do not change anything in my life.“
We will not get another monetary system until we consciously live it. We need these 2-3%
that really live it. There are people that seem to be a bit simple, they might hardly open their
mouth, but they live fair exchange from the bottom of their hearts. Maybe a conservative
craftsman. There is nothing to say against craftsmen, but sometimes some craftsmen, or
let's take the example of a farmer, who sometimes uses his own simple and rough language
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style. I am no longer interested in what a person says but instead in what he is living at the
end of the day, especially when he is alone and unobserved.
If we want changes in our society, we must begin at home. We have to be the changes that
we want to see in this world. (Gandhi). I am absolutely sure that Mahatma Gandhi knew
about all these mechanisms. That's how he could break the spiral of violence. It is an
incredible broad and in-depth knowledge. Once you understand it, you will see the world
through different eyes.
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The Effects of the morphogenetic Fields
Our influence on the morphogenetic field is much larger than we could ever imagine. I
would like to illustrate it through an example. What you see here is a stovetop that I have
brought here, symbolising our awareness. We put a pot on it and fill it with water.
[Hansjörg Stützle pours some water in the pot]

The water symbolises the people. And the hotter our common awareness gets (stove) the
more the water gets hotter. That means that people are starting to move, as awareness
always leads to actions. The water begins to bubble (people go onto the streets, talk directly
to their politicians, develop another purchasing behaviour, and so on). The vapour is
climbing up the hierarchical ladder, and here, on the top, you find the politicians. [Stützle
points at the lid] Do you have any idea what it feels like to touch the lid when it has become
really hot? You will get burnt pretty soon. You surely do not want to be the lid, once the water
is boiling rapidly. The pressure on the politicians becomes intolerably high so that all the
sudden they step up efforts to promote the turnaround in energy policy or a new and better
monetary system, and so on.
When the awareness of a person changes, his or her daily activities will automatically
change too. Let's leave the stove on. We will see what happens, when the water gets hotter
and hotter or when awareness gets stronger and stronger. .
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The Responsibility of Money
Here I also want to speak about the responsibility of money. If you want to deal with money
in a valuable way, first you need to understand a bit more about life or better understand life.
That's the basis you need. Otherwise a valuable handling of money is not possible.
Have you ever had a chance to walk through deep snow to experience how difficult and
laborious it is? Maybe you had to walk through one meter deep snow? It is hard work and
very exhausting. This is what happens to each and everyone who tries to walk new paths, to
have a view of things different from the mass of people. For example, those people who
opened shops for organic foods with absolute conviction at times when there was not even
awareness of healthy food nor of a sustainable nutrition. Somehow this is similar to this little
man who walks up the mountain alone in many meters deep snow.

That's really hard. As to the organic shops these pioneers really had to invest their complete
capital, their entire energy, just to avoid to get stuck or go bankrupt. Even if they had made
no profit at all or just a very small profit, they left traces.
On a later occasion another person walks by the mountain, and discovers a couple of
traces in the snow. “Oh, some traces! Where do they lead? Oh, I will try that too and follow.“
And for this second person things turn out to be much easier than for the pioneer.
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Some other people now see it too. “Oh! What are these traces? Where do they lead? I want
to know more about it. This path seems to be very interesting.”

More and more people follow this route, until the snow is fully trampled down, which allows
to even more people to easily follow this path. If we come back to the example of organic
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food shops, we can see that now every food discounter is offering organic food, because
the broad mass of people wants it and buys it – they want to access it anytime.

The problem is that large co-operations and groups are coming onto stage now. They are
actually scanning the planet and trying to find out, where new awareness is emerging and
resulting in new trends. They count on these trends and put the money in their pockets.
They build huge supermarkets for organic food and push aside the little corner shops, i.e.,
those who had done the hard pioneer work. Large co-operations hardly ever make the hard
work. It would be too troublesome and expensive. It is almost impossible to earn money in
the pioneer phase. That is why they wait until the snow is trampled down, to be sure that an
ever-growing crowd of people is already walking along this path buying these products.
“They follow the trend and earn a whole lot of money.” Others do the hard job, and when the
way has been paved and opened, they claim it for themselves. That's very sad.
It is simply not true that the money that flows to us, really belongs to us alone. It is easy to
think that all money and energy that flows to me belongs to me. But it is simply not true. The
reason, why this money could ever come into my hands, has not always to do with me.
Maybe I was at the right place at the right time. Maybe I did the right thing at the right time, or
I dealt with a situation properly. But it is no more than that.
We simply forget that others have paved the way so that we were in a position to go down
that road, to earn and harvest that money or energy. If one realises the correlations and
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sees our society from this different angle, it can really make you feel sad.
Money bears a huge responsibility. The money that comes to me, simply has – like a medal
– two sides. One part is mine, and I use it for my needs. No doubt and no question about it.
And the other side of the coin? That side is there to give back to life, what I did receive from
many other people and from this planet. Without any help and support from others, I could
never have made this money.
Oh, look here please. The water starts boiling and bubbling. The pot is really hot. The
awareness has climbed up the hierarchical ladder to the top, to the level of the politicians
(lid).

Awareness is so strong now and spreads through the nation. People do no longer tolerate
or accept everything that happens around them. People are more conscious now and might
even go onto the streets. You can observe this with the debt crisis too. Today, we have a
different awareness compared to the time before the crisis. Three years ago politicians
could have done and carried through everything, leading the people to believe there are no
alternatives. Awareness has already changed in the meantime. People do no longer want
to put up with everything anymore. They put pressure on the politicians. Similar to the pot.
The lid is getting hotter and hotter. It is no longer a pleasure to touch it. And I can tell you that
no politician might be able to put up with this pressure anymore.
May I switch off the awareness a bit? [Hansjörg Stützle switches off the stove]
But it is still bubbling. Do you notice something? Awareness is changing again (the stove is
becoming colder) but the manifestation (boiling water) remains the same. It appears that
not everything is changing. But that's not true. When awareness is changing, the
manifestations will follow time-delayed, i.e., much later. That's a perfectly normal process,
of which most people are unaware.
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I would like to summarize today's Content:

Hierarchical System

Holistic System

Morphic System

IWF/World Bank
EU
German Chancellor
Federal Government
Morphic Field

Members of Parliament
Government of the Land
Land Councils
Mayors
Community
Councils/District Councils

I could never change
anything, everything is
controlled from above.

I can contribute my part. And
it will take effect.

My awareness and every one
of my actions has an impact
on the overall goal.

In the beginning my thinking was caught in the hierarchical system.
I thought that I was unable to change the least thing, and that everything is remotecontrolled from above. The bad Illuminatis, the Bilderbergs, all these persons are
controlling us. It simply made me feel powerless
The holistic system says something else: “I can contribute to achieving the overall goals.
The hierarchic system made me give up. The holistic system frustrated me, as my
contribution could only be a 7-bilionth share, but with this idea I was doing much better.
And the morphogenetic system actually says no other than this - that every one of my
thoughts, every one of my actions has an impact on the overall goal, if I only live it from the
bottom of my heart. If I just do it purely “analytically”, it might just have a factor of one. If I
really authentically live my ideas, it might possibly have a factor of one thousand. That's the
crucial point. After this discovery I felt a lot better.
Still, sometimes I am not doing so well, when I look at all that is happening right now, but at
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least I am not frustrated anymore. I am not giving up anymore. I still have to go through sad
phases, but it is a much better emotional state.
If one sympathises with other people, often a good deal of sadness shines through. We
should not abandon this sympathy. For me sympathy is the crucial word here. Buddhism is
mentioning that term very often. Sympathy with another living creature, with an animal, with
a plant, with a human being. If we feel and live this sympathy more deeply, this alone will
already make happen a great deal of positive changes in the world.
This knowledge seems so inconspicuous and small, but I can tell you, this knowledge offers
a lot more than you can see at first sight. There are, in fact, people who want to exercise
control over other people. They are not many, only a very small percentage of the total. And
there are people who want to control whole nations. Not many, only very few, but they exist.
And there are people who want to hold the fate of the whole planet in their hands. These are
very few people but they exist. All of them always try to achieve their goal with the following
message or method:
“Think in hierarchical terms! You cannot decide anything”. They add a flood of bad news
and statements such as: No need to look for “alternatives”, etcetera.” But there is one thing
that these people fear more than the devil fears holy water, namely the 2 other systems –
the holistic and the morphogenetic system. They know that people may become too
dangerous for them, once they know, they can have influence on the morphogenetic fields,
and that they actually have an influence on the awareness fields.
The power of the so called “Illuminatis“ and “Bilderbergs“ and all these people, is much
smaller, than you might ever imagine. They try to distract you by saying: ”The
morphogenetic fields do not exist. That's nonsense.” They try to draw our attention to the
hierarchical system, telling us that the politicians are to blame for everything. Believe it!
Think this way!“
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The basic Idea of Money
There is one more thing you should know about the morphogenetic fields: The nearer we
come to the basic truths, or the more we know the fundamental realities, the stronger will be
our influence on the morphogenetic fields.
When we project this belief on money, I would like to talk about the fundamental truth of
money. What is the fundamental truth of money? There was a time when we did business
as follows: Exchange goods for goods..

I exchange a good for a goor
(Exchange bread for egg)
I have some eggs and I want to buy some bread. And we somehow agreed on it. But I can
tell you that this might sometimes be really difficult, especially when you want to exchange a
buffalo for an egg. What kind of exchange will that be? That is extremely complicated. A
buffalo should cost maybe 1000 eggs, but what could I possibly do with 1000 eggs?
Mankind was actually looking for a solution for this kind of dilemma. The aim was to facilitate
the exchange. That had been the basic idea. And they came up with this wonderful idea to
simply take a symbol of virtually no value that was supposed to symbolise goods and
values. In other words, we exchanged goods against a symbol.

I exchange a good for a Symbol
(Exchange eggs for 4 symbols)
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This was the basic idea. It is so simple. To simplify the exchange of products, values and
services.
But what have we made of this? What have we done? A giant monetary industry with banks
and insurances, etc. developed and they grow and have a decisive influence on economy,
or need to be saved in times of crisis by means of tax payers' money, i.e., are saved by the
citizens. A monetary industry that makes money with money. That's a betrayal of the
original idea that had actually created the concept of money. This truth may be a higher truth
from a technical point of view. But maybe there are more truths. I once tried to find out how
Jesus, Gandhi or the Dalai Lama, even Mandela would define the basic idea of money. I
came onto this wording:

The meaning, the truest sense of money is
to serve life.
And to maintain the symbiotic relationships on
our planet also for the next generations.
So that life in all its facets can sustainably
develop and flourish

Are we living the basic idea of money right now?
It does not look too good right now, if we try to see common points of this truth and our
currently valid monetary system, and our ideas about money. But I could imagine that these
three to four persons we talked about would probably say the same, i.e., that money should
serve life. I have noticed that the so called basic truths of money are almost lost in our
society. I then decided two years ago to create and launch a seemingly modest project,
namely a newsletter, which is called: ”A clear vision of the basic truths of money.“ I try to
make people more aware of the basic truths of money, in an understandable way. If you
watch the news today, you might not understand much, if you do not already have a certain
expertise. And even the real experts sometimes do not understand much, simply because
they have already been completely disconnected from the basic truths a long time ago.
The newsletter is called ”A clear vision of the basic truths of money“, and I address very
interesting issues, as for example the immature behaviour with money among adults. Or:
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How can the State become debt-free, and simply stay out of debts, and what is the benefit
to us? Or: How financial problems occur. A short journey back to the roots, back to the
ultimate origin. Or: The law of cause and effect.
I like to start off with a philosophical idea that I will then break down into factors of day-to-day
life. The newsletter is accompanied by many images. I would say that anyone who can read
is able to understand this newsletter. That's the idea behind, as the basic truths of money
are not complicated at all. They are relatively simple. They were made terribly complex. If
you want this newsletter, you will receive it every 3-6 months, free of charge. Let me tell you
quite frankly that it is a real time-consuming work to write this newsletter. I have to invest at
least 100 hours for one single newsletter, because I address issues in detail, and want to
break down the overall picture into simple bits, in order to hit the nail on the head,
understandable to everyone.
Our Awareness is creating the Structures of our Society
We have to be aware of the fact that our consciousness is creating the structures in our
society. And when our consciousness is improving, the structures will follow somewhat
later.
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But this time delay might sometimes last a long long time. We might need to learn from
Jesus, Gandhi or the Dalai Lama. They always had a lot of patience. The patience to
continue with a lengthy and complicated task, namely not to take the fast route, the
seemingly rapid path of violence. This does not mean that we are not allowed to say
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anything. It only means that we should not use terror or violence. If this violence breaks out,
…. Gosh!. I can also tell you that if we do not see our share in this whole misery, violence will
automatically emerge and grow.
When our awareness is decreasing, we should also know that structures will eventually
follow and adapt to our awareness.
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That's a law of life or cosmic law.
Thank you!

Hansjörg Stützle
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